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ART OF ENGLAND ART SHOW 2006 RETURNS FOR AUTUMN SPECTACULAR
To truly reflect the nation s passion for art and following the outstanding success of its spring debut,
international arts magazine Art of England is once more proud to present the Art of England Art
Show 2006.
This premier Midlands art fair returns to Trentham Gardens, Staffordshire for its autumn show on
20-22 October 2006. Dedicated to the promotion of galleries and artists, this winning three-day
event offers all the trappings of a major show, with chic wine bar and a special invitation-only
preview night on 19 October.
Devoted to those who work within, participate in, or simply enjoy the world the art this event
offers something for everyone, where visitors can take the opportunity to make owning a piece of
art a reality whether it s to make a real statement and enhance the interior design of their home
or as a shrewd, yet beautiful investment for the future. It is a rare and perfect opportunity to view
and buy a wide variety of original artwork direct from the artist.
Stands will showcase a range of artists work in diverse media and the cream of the Midlands
galleries will be in attendance, including David Hunt, St Paul s Gallery, Sauce Studios, David
Brightmore, Francis Burrows Fine Art and Where I Fell in Love Gallery to name a few.
In addition, budding artists will be encouraged to join in and learn from the professionals, with a
unique chance to talk to the artists as they share their knowledge and pass on their expertise in an
extensive programme of demonstrations and seminars.
Once again set against the stunning backdrop of North Staffordshire s Trentham Gardens — the
biggest garden project in England — the show is ideally situated in the very Heart of England.This
location is within one hour s travelling distance of Manchester, Birmingham, and the East Midlands,
and is five minutes from Junction 15 of the M6, the easily accessible A500 and A50 dual
carriageways. Simply follow the brown AA signs for Trentham Gardens.
Entrance fee: £5 Concessions: £3. For further details and to book tickets please call Events
Organiser Hayley Atkinson on 01782 644845 email hayley@artofengland.uk.com. For more
information on Art of England please visit www.artofengland.uk.com.

